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Introduction
Delayed cerebral ischemia
(DCI) after aneurysmal
subarachnoid hemorrhage
(SAH) is associated with a
worse outcome 1, 2. In addition
to WFNS grading and Fisher
score, several new risk factors
for the development of DCI
have recently been identified 3.
Females, especially those who
are postmenopausal, have a
higher risk for aneurysm
rupture and there is limited
data on the role of sex and
hormonal status in DCI. We
investigated the relation
between sex, menopausal
status, DCI and delayed
cerebral infarction.

Methods
Data on sex, menopausal
status, DCI and delayed
cerebral infarction were
obtained from the SAHIT
database (SAH International
Trialists repository) 5.
Relationships between the
above mentioned  variables
were examined with a
generalized linear model. Risk
differences for DCI and delayed
cerebral infarcts between males
and females were calculated. An
additional model was examined
in which women were split into
two groups according to age

Results
Six prospective databases were
selected with a total of 8,388
patients. In the univariate
analysis, sex and
postmenopausal status were
significant predictors for DCI
and delayed cerebral infarction.
Adjusted analysis showed
that postmenopausal
females were at significant
higher risk of DCI than
males. Also WFNS grade,
hydrocephalus and treatment
modality were associated with
the risk of both DCI and
delayed cerebral infaction.

Conclusions
Females who are older than 50
years have a higher risk of DCI
than males. Other predictors
that are associated with both
DCI and delayed cerebral
infarction are WFNS grade,
hydrocephalus and  treatment
modality. These results can be
used to optimize clinical
prediction models.

Table 1: uni and multivariate analyses

of predictors of DCI from the pooled

data of six cohorts

Table 2: uni and multivariare analyses

of predictors of delayed cerebral

infarctions from the pooled data of six

cohorts

Data are expressed as odds ratios (95%

CI). Ref. reference, WFNS World

Federation of Neurosurgical Societies, n/a

not applicable
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